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Dear Jims: 

As we discussed on the telephone this afternoon, I am 
enclosing a redacted copy of Document No. 1648-452-C. I will 
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requester and that it has been sent to you in redacted form. 

I also enclose a copy of the Stipulation for enlargement, 
filed today. . 
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Wheat Could Castro Have Known? . 

There has been recurring speculation that the Sovict Union. 

zncd/or Cuba dispatched Lee Harvey Osweld on his mission to ’ 

nssassinate President John F, Kennedy. “Recently, in connection 

with the investigation ef GIA, renewed currency has been given the 

sgneuletion that Fidel Gastro orderéd President Kennedy's assassination 

in retaliation for plans to assassinate him, This is tied to reports 

that CIA planned Castro's assassination, followed by the sporulation 
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{We that Castro learned of(it)and that this provided the motivation for,: j : 
a 

ae i Hi 

A the events that followed. ‘ 

cK The fact is that CIA did plan Castro's assassination in the 

. JAN carly 1960s, and the purpose of this paper is to consider what Castro i 
‘ tL If 

| 
Xe could have learned about the planning that sethalty took the form of cf 

3 | ) i 
iN / attempts to mount(anopexation against him, This paper necessarily in: 

: i 

: , sa . to 
is speculative, as are the suggestions of a cause-and-effect rciation- If 

~N + if 
Ve 

ship between the plans and President Kennedy's death, but there are | 

wh " . ®. 
wad 
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\ . One factor ‘that ee to the difficully of, this speculative 

iY 

WY : | 
A some facts on which to base consideration of the question.  ~ . | 

| 

| paper is the elmosphere in the Cuban exile consmunily in the Miami 

acou. There were a number of emigz ce groups organised for the 

oS acneral purpose of action apeinst the Custro repima. hey all . o 
as 
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Joot.ce tothe timd “sat would follow Gastrots fe us the; Called 

and planned for it. In the meanwhile they conducted independent 

forays into Guha. There was competition for primacy among these 

groups, and it was not unusual for them to claim CIA support -- 

whether they had it or not --.and it is certain that there was little 

understatement in thals description of dheix plans or their claims 

of achievements. Among the things they said -- undoubtedly reported 

to Castro by the Cuban intelligence service, which nad penetrated 

the emigre community -~ was talk of plans ‘against Castro himself. 

The form that these reports ‘took ee they reached Castro enna 

be stated with any certainty, hut the fact mauet be acc: pted- that sant 

information wos reported to him, unrelated though it was to aclual 

plans of CIA. 

September 1960 - May 1961 

Castro relied on the criminal Syndicate, which had access to Cuba 

where its gambling business. was still operating. A Syndicate member 

fromm Los Angeles -- who remained active in this opexation through 

mid-1963 -- arranged an introduction to Guban U 
wey oe : 

gambling intercsts through a member of the Chicago Syridicate. 
wt ! 

‘The representative of the Cuban garnbliug interests selecled to carry ° Ye” 

out the mission, # man who hed access to. Castro by virluc of bis 

pos sili yOen 
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Poison pillfiav: ve transported to Cnbu in late Pobruary or 

March 1941, and delivered to the man who was to adrninister tha:n. 

That man, however, had already lost his position with the Prime 

Minister's office and returned the pills after a couple of weehs. ° 

Cumment: It is unlikely that the man who was to 

have adrainistered the poison to Castro revealed his: 

part in the plot for practical consi: :rations of f 

rt 
personal. safety. po 

Further, it is unlikely that the Syndicate members | 

engaged in loose talk that might have resulted ina 

leak concerning the plan. Loe 

  

At the time only a few knew of vies plans, antl it 

served their purpose to not disclose the iifo mation. 

In Mare tApril 1961 the Syndicate representztive identified 

#« Cuban cxile, the Jeader of one of the groups jn Miarai supporicd 

by Ci es part of the larper Guban operation, This man wien under- 

stood to be dissatisfied with the extent of the support to his grotup
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and was receptive when epproncbud by # Syndic we represented ve, 

possibly alceedy known lo hirna, who lotd hicn Phat he heed clicits 

who would pay big money to have Castro done away with. The exile 

leader previously had been in touch with criminal clements interested 

in Anti-Castro activities and the cover story would have been credible 

to him. The Los Angeles mernber of the Syndicate took over this 

* ’ 

contact, and delivered the pills tehim. The exile leader was - 

believed to have an asset inside Cuba who sworked Ss a restaurant 

frequented by Castro, where it was expected that he could insert 

the pills into his food or drink. It appears, that the scheme failed | 

because Castro ceased to visit that particular restaurant. Following 

f the delivery channels 

  

beyond the exile leader, this arrangement appears 
a : oO 

to have depended on an individual inside Cuba, who 

obviously : ..ew about a plan to assassinate:Gastro by 
e 

poison. The people who approached the exile leader 

were members of the Syndicate, which apparently 
’ : . 

~2 le 

already had contact with him. Lf the man ina the 

restaurant revealed his seerct, he would not luwe 

had basis for attributing the plan to the U.5. 
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Governuient, as the exile leans ader. ood only that 

the sponsors were a private up. The exile leader's 
. 

son-in-law, with whorn he had close associations 

during that period, probably knew of the activity but 

the true details were no more available to him than to- 

the pathol, It would not have been impossible 

for these Cubans to havedropped sorne version of the 

story in the Miami Cuban community, with dramatic 

embellishments; however, attribution to the U.S. 
e ~ 

Government would have had to be supplied as the cover 

. 
& 

story did not, of itself, afford the basis for such a 

conclusion. 

April 1962 - Junc 1963 
  

The carlier exile mechanisr -/as reactivated in April 1962 

by a new CIA case officer who took over the contacts with the Los 

Angeles Syndicate member. New pills were prepared, the first 

set having been destroyed. This «ort scems to have started 

with a revival of the restaurant scheme that had failed previously. 

‘ 
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The exile leader also requested arms and equipment. That which 

could be procured commercially was delivered to hin; some of 

the requested ilems could only be obtained from the U.S. Govern- 

ment and were omitled from the delivery. ‘The Syndicate repres- 

entative, posing as a representative of private busineas interests,



would not havpshad acecnus fo UL S. Governmos cyuiprent and 
. ea @: 

limiting the supply of arnis to that cornmercially available was 

consistent with his posture. 
° 

\ y 

Wa On 21 June 1962 it was reported that 2 tcearn of three man had 

sept been dispatched to Cuba. These men were to recruit others to carry 

Wk out any plan that developed, taking the opportunity to act if the 
2 2 

\W) occasion presented itself. The names of these men are not known, 
VQ \a, 

a Tv \) 

\ in fact they existed. We have no knowledge of what haypened to 4 
. 

\o \ them. , , 

AW \U Additionally three so-called militia rnaen were scheduled to ; 

x v be dispatched to Cuba by the exile leader, in September 1962, with 

y the reported assignment of penetrating Caetwre's bodyguard. “There 

\ \Ke were continued delays in the departure of these individuals and it 

(st is doubtful that they ever left on thei sisuion. 

x? In February 1963 the Syndicate go-between was told that the 

ww operation would be terminated. Consideration was given as to how 

to phase out the relationship with the es:ile leadex without causing any 

\Qhedditional difficulties. The last face-to-face meeting between the 

we ws CIA officer and the Syndicate representative was in June 1963. 
to? 

wok 

NG ‘. ‘Comment: The cover for the operation continued to 

on be the Syndicale contact with tie description that he    
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interests in Cuba. The three men who reportet.y were 

dispatched to Cuba would know no more than the exile 

Icader. Thiese judividualis could have assumed rUEe than 

they Knew, but : «umn what is known of the arrangements 

the basis for doing SO Was non-existent. 

wt In addition to the exile leader and his son-in-law, 

one new personality was introduced to the operation, 

apparently a subordinate of.the Syndicate cont: -t 

through whom the CIA officer dealt with the exzie ne 

leader. He probably knew that the U.S. Government 
oe 

,was involved. ae a 

  
This phase of the plan intreduced new individuals who 

yew of a plan to assassinate Castro. The exile leader 

\Ie and the members of his group had no basis for knowing 

the true nature of the support for the operation. Such 

descriptions as the, may have piven to the operation had 
N 

no basis for differing materially from other exile plots 

1 : 
“og! 

and description of them, cxcept in this instance there 

Was a patron. The exile leader was known otherwise 

as one of the leaders receiving some CIA support, 
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however se,prate and distinct from the assassination 

. 

v plan. This could have provided a basis for ape culation, 

in Cuba, that CIA (and thercfore the U. S. Government) 

wes behind it. 

November 1963 - June 1965 

A third involvement in a plan to assassinate Castro related to 

  

y a contact with | » man hi laced in the 

yr Castro “ Saae Dg tourtn dehy bari hie 

TL    

# 

He was mei from time to time subsequently, but / 
; . ‘ 

tl.are were no arrange...cnts involving assassination until November 22 

a 

1963. 

During meetings in various locatioris ~ 

Wes 1962, spoke of his desire to do something about 

¢ 

changing the government of Cuba, the elimination of Castro being 

ro ping the things that he discussed. _ However, 
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\ tk ey _ When a CIA employee used the word 

WN \ 
S "assassinate" found it objectionable. Agency instructions 

wh 

‘to the field idered that: be given no "physical climinuation 

iy mission." Conversations with him continued, but mot rich of 

substance developed.     
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* was ret again 

. 1963 during which he discussed actions he 

might take against the Castro regime. During these discussions 

requested a high powered rifle with telescopic sites which 

. 7 .) could be used to kilt Castro; the request was turned down with the 
yee . : . 

Q admonition by th(personyto whom he was talking (who represented 

” himself as speaking for Robert Kennedy) that the U. S. did not do      
such things. 

In late 1963, as had co ‘ismed to express interest*’in 

’ . 
equipment, various courses of aclion were c:. sidered. Finally, a 

ballpoint pen was rigged as ahypodermic , cinge tht could be 

(\ har 6 ocd cH Idol) We \ used to administer poison. A CJA €dse dfficem met with on 

\ 
K \' 22 November 19635 » at which time he delivered the pen. 

in Dallas, Texas. . * 
\ 

Relationships with continued, including his eventually 

being supplied with arms, both by cache in Cuba and personal 
. ewe . . 

delivery by an intermediary In June 1965 CIA decided to 

terminate contacts with and his group because of concern 

over their security. 

  

  
This was the very date upon which President Kennedy was assassinated 
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Ge ame. Tarlicr discussions with 7 *> concerning 

moves avainst the Castro regime included discussion 

by him of the clirnination of Castro; this was rebuffed 

by CIA representatives. When CIA finally decided to 

give entiomant with which he could commit an 

assassination, its delivery was the very date upon 

which President Kennedy Was killed. 

of the U. S. Government but there was no basis for him 
, 

‘to believe that he had VU. S. Government support for the 

assz.3sination of Castro prior to the time of the death : 

of Joha F. Kennedy. We cannot state with any certainty 

that Latin exaggerations may not have translated 

earlier general discussions with CIA into 

specific plans for the assassination of Castro, and 

were so described by him to his colleagues. 

- Conclusion . 
N 

It is unlikely that the direct participants in the first cffort 

involving the'Syhdicate would have become identified or told what 

they knew. The original intended assassin 

. lad every reason to nob tell his 

story. 

  

knew that he was in touch with representatives 
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‘ oo. The subse t 
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‘biuvolveament of he eile I rand jis Son- 

in-law prox’ ted addilional persons why coule “ave spoken ofthe 

plan to someone, but their knowledge of the backers was well 

covered and they would have had to supply the missing ingredicnts 
= ¢ eo z 

coe yey gh 
by Castro provides a possible source of information that someone 

rom their own thoughts. 

The reported involvement of a man in a restaurant frequented 

planned Castro's assassination, and this individual seems to have 

been a part of the first effort (1960-61).and initially in the second 
o 

  

‘one (1962-63). But again his knox. ‘edge would have been limited. 

be 
wi 7 The reported dispatch of three men into Cuba to recruit assets 

for action also provided individuals who could be a source for 

reports of assassination plotiing a;  .st Castro. 

In all these instances, however, the cover story for the activity 

would appear to be reasonably secure, on the surface, i.e., 

Syndicate representatives and/or pxivate business people were the 

ones involved in the activity. 

The involvement of had not progressed to the point of 

agreeing that-essassination was a possible course of action, and 

+ . . 

had no basis for making such statements, until afler the 

s 

Tok W | death of President Kennedy. We have no assurances, however, is 

to hess he may have dramatized his conversations in rcporting to 
° 
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Jis colleagues, os what they muy have passed « 

There vas considerable independent plottine in the Cuban exile 

“community in the Miami area, airncd at the Castro government and 

its leader. Castro was doubtless aware of this generally, through 

the Cuban Intelligence Service, and probably was aware of some of 

the more specific plans the exiles may have made. As an example, 

there was a report of such plotting -- including reference to the 
t 

Syndicate -- as late as mid-1964. The form in which this sort of 

activity may have been reported to Castro is entirely ‘speculative, 
, ? 

but it is safe to postulate some Latin exaggeration. While a firm 

basis for accribution to the U. S. Government would not exist, one 

could speculate that Castro would attribute it to the U. S. Govern- 
4 

ment znd CIA regardless of haw it came to him. 

There were various people in the U. S. who, in one wa; or 

another, came to know of the two episodes (1960-61 and 1962-63) 

involving representatives of the Syndicate. This would include 

individuals who only made introductions, individuals who were a 

~ 
party to only one aspect or another of the activity, or who had more 

“ 

extensive knowledge that they could divulge to others who were not 
ry 

involved. It is reasonable to postulate that the members of the 

Syndicate did not engave in loose talk, but we have no basis for y B48 ? 
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Cubs, The last gambling casino wes closed in Sep? ‘her 1961 and 

Py 

no real advantaye was to be gained for the Syndicate thercelter in 

: 2 2 . 5 ih ° 

revealing this information. There were press reports in furgust 

1963 connecting Syndicate figures with earlier CIA intelligence 

-collection in Cuba, but without reference to involvement in . “ 

te . ; 

assassination. At a subsequent date information concerning the 

involvement of Syndicate representatives the first two operations : fo 
mentioned in this paper becar-e known to’ Dylan A 

The 

4 
os 

who served as the intermediary during two undertakings. a * 

One can speculate as to whether or not Castro actually learned ° 
fee : 

iy of the plans discussed above and, if so, the detail that he could- have 
he - 

NN. 

\ huh learned. Assuming that he learned somethinz--which 
is not all that 

vl clear--he would still have had to kne-v enovgh detail to have divined 

that it was a U. S$. Government action, as a basis for launching 2 

ae ~— 

as has be. + 
counter action in the forma of Lce Harvey Oswald,       

  

postulated by sume. The basic issue arises froin speculation, and 

specwation cannot satisfactorily resolve it.  


